
Remove hatch after assembly using a razor saw

Use PVA or epoxy to join the main spar

Add both sub ribs and both Ribs R1
                  R1 and Sub rib to be glue together

Servo mounting frame

Add the remaining ribs R2 - R7
You can use CA,or PVA adhesives
Our personal favouirte is superphatic
from Deluce Materials

The wing tips are a snug fit into the spars
and rib R7, Support the rib while pushing the
tip into the interlocking tabs

Repeat the previous step for the opposite
wing half, installing all remaining ribs and
wing tip

Slide the lower TE 
sheet between the rib
             and building
                   tabs

Only the
lower TE sheet
has the locating notches
to correctly align the ribs
Glue top side only!

          N.B. The rear former is 
fitted so that there is a gap for
the servo leads underneath  

Upper Trailing edge
Sheet. Weight down while
the adhesive cures

Upper
TE Sheet filler

Lightly sand or clean the hardwood dowel
leading edges with IPA before glueing.
This helps give a better glue bond

The upper centre wing sheet
is made by joining the 2 
pieces shown to the right

Upper D box Leading edge
sheet, trim to fit. Lower Centre and

D box sheet,
Trim to fit

Trim and sand all of the lower
building tabs off flush with the
lower TE Sheet

Add all of
the trailing edge filler pieces
using PVA or Gorrila glue

Add the capping strips to all the exposed ribs
We crush the leading edge of each capstip

Crushing the leading edge of the capstrips
give a nice closer fit to the LE dowel

Add the precut doublers to the wingtips
top and bottom, this is to get a nice transition
from the trailing edge when sanding and 
covering

Just like the trailing edge filler pieces can be
added to the LE of the tip to aid covering. 
Cut these from scrap material from the elevons

The Trailing edge centre section is made
from 2 laminations. We suggest sanding
this to the profile as shown above before
fitting
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